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ATTRACTIONS.
TART
in  the final   arrangement,   the  work   of  the  attractions when collecting the system is W = 2-----.         /
Let FX be the potential in the given final arrangement at the particle m1 of all the particles except ml; F2 the potential at m of all the particles except m2 and so on. Then
Let us consider how often the mass mn occurs in the expression F2m2-f-.... It occurs once in Vlml combined with ml} once in V2m2 combined with rn% and so on. Again it occurs in Vnmn combined with every other mass. Thus on the whole mn occurs twice combined with every other mass. It follows that the work of collecting the system is
W = -i (Vlml + Fo nu +...) = i 2 Vm.
We thus arrive at the following rule. To find the work done by the attractions of a system of particles brought from infinite distances to any assigned positions we multiply the mass of each element bj/ther potential at that element, integrate throughout the volume, and halve the result.
This rule, when the final sign is reversed, also gives the work when the particles move from any assigned positions to infinite distances. To find the work when the particles move from one assigned arrangement to another, we add together the work when taken from the first arrangement to infinite distances and the work when brought from infinite distances to the second arrangement. If the system be moved, like a rigid body, from one place to another so that the relative positions of the particles in the two places are the same, it is clear that no work is done by the mutual attractions of the particles.
62. In this investigation we have treated the masses nil9 ?««, &G. as if their linear dimensions were infinitely small compared with their distances apart. In the case of a continuous body the portions of matter not in contact can be divided into elements so small that the above assumption is correct, but the argument might be supposed to fail for two elements which finally become contiguous.
We notice however that in finding the potential of any solid mass at a point P we may omit the matter within any indefinitely small element of volume enclosing P if its density is finite. For since potential is " mass divided by distance" and the mass varies as the cube of the linear dimensions, it follows that the potentials of similar bodies at points similarly situated must vary as the square of the linear dimensions. The potential must therefore vanish when the mass becomes ele-

